RUN #2687 – 15th November, 2021
The Centurion Run
Chardons Hotel
Hares: Designed by Virgin, Co-hared by XXXX and Zapata
With the traffic grid-locked on Ipswich Road the Clayfield car pool piloted by Barebum performed a
big rat run along the back streets to arrive at the pub just in time for the start of the run. We were
greeted by the sight of Boxa’s drone hovering overhead and the whinging about how a little accident
had caused such traffic mayhem.
When GM Fingers introduced the hares as XXXX and Zapata, Virgin stepped into the circle and
declared that he was the mastermind behind the run and that he had set it with help from the other
two.
The runners led by Tinkerbell and Mu set off at a cracking pace leaving the walking dead trailing
behind. After a gentle run downhill from the pub and as we reached Eric Crescent Park Bugs
managed to catch up with the pack and took over trail marking duties. From there we ran along
Northview Outlook and turned up a long steep hill which led to the first regroup at the Tarragindi
reservoir. A few minutes rest was taken to allow Multiple Choice to catch up and then it was mainly
bush run through Tarragindi Road Park and into Toohey Forest via the Madang Street entry. From
here the runners managed to get totally lost and as you will see from the elevation profile below,
Tinkerbell managed to climb up and down from the top of the main ridge 3 times before the trail
was found.

Fortunately, your scribe and Multiple Choice were lagging behind the leading runners and a wise
decision was made to shortcut across Toohey Forest to Andrew Avenue where we managed to
reconnect with the home trail and overtake the last of the walkers to get back to the pub in just on
one hour.
With no sign of the runners who were presumed lost, Fingers started the circle by sitting Snappy
Tom on the ice for copying in the GM on an email dispute with Hash Cash. Monk Divot then brought
out Meatiwhore for his misdemeanours at the 50th anniversary piss-up where he was supposed to
be the designated driver and ended up getting so inebriated that he had no recollection of getting
home. Royal Screw was next on the ice for flying his new drone on the Queensland/NSW border and
managing to land the drone in a tree on the wrong side of the border.

A distant call of On On was heard at 7.40 and after 1 hour and 25 minutes the exhausted pack of the
7 remaining runners returned. Grewsome called out Virgin onto the ice for not using flour and paper
in Toohey Forest but having previously claimed responsibility for the run he promptly dobbed in
XXXX as being the one who set the runner’s trail through the forest.
However, Grewsome ended up being accused of revealing to his wife the technique used by
Multiple Choice for raising the council bus step to get a full view of underwear when a young female
wearing a short skirt enters the bus. Grewsome was unanimously voted shit of the week.
In the pub, the hares were dishing out plates of food which apparently in honour of XXXX’s father
who would have turned 100 that day and his regular pub was the Chardon Corner Hotel and we
were consuming his favourite meal – hence this being the Centurion Run.
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